CCSB3-1  B3 OVAL SOLID CONVERSION KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 160.00
CCSB3-1S  B3 OVAL BATTERY SLIDER KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 180.00

CCSB4-1  B4 OVAL SOLID CONVERSION KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 190.00
CCSB4-1S  B4 OVAL BATTERY SLIDER KIT
PRICE: 210.00
CCSB4/3-1S  B4 W/B3 TRANNY OVAL SLIDER KIT
PRICE: 200.00

CF100  SOLID CHASSIS FOR OVAL CONVERSION
2.5mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 70.00
3.0mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 75.00

CF135  SLIDER CHASSIS FOR OVAL CONVERSION
2.5mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 60.00
3.0mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 65.00

CSSB3R-1  B3 OVAL RETROFIT KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 75.00
3.0mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 80.00
CF101  CHASSIS 2.5mm  PRICE: 45.00
CHASSIS 3.0mm  PRICE: 50.00

CCST3R-1  T3 MOD TRUCK OVAL RETROFIT KIT
3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 85.00
CHASSIS 3.0mm PRICE: 55.00

CCST4-1  T4 OVAL CONVERSION KIT
3.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER PRICE: 205.00
CCST4-1S  T4 OVAL BATTERY SLIDER KIT
3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 225.00

CCST3-1  T3 OVAL CONVERSION KIT
3.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER PRICE: 175.00
CCST3-1S  T3 OVAL BATTERY SLIDER KIT
3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 195.00

CF140  SOLID CHASSIS FOR TRUCK OVAL CONVERSION
3.0mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 85.00

CF324  SLIDER CHASSIS FOR TRUCK OVAL CONVERSION
3.0mm CARBON FIBER  PRICE: 75.00
CF154/CF155  B4 B3 FRONT SHOCK LAYDOWN KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 8.00

CF103  UNIVERSAL REAR SHOCK MOUNT FOR OVAL
CONVERSION KIT. 2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 15.00

CF147  TRUCK T3/4 REAR SHOCK MOUNT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 15.00

CF113  FRONT SHOCK MOUNT RETROFIT KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 14.00

CF163  UNIVERSAL FRONT SHOCK MOUNT FOR OVAL
CONVERSION KIT. 2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 14.00

CF121  UNIVERSAL FRONT SHOCK MOUNT FOR OVAL
CONVERSION KIT. 2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 14.00

CF111  B3 2.4 TRANSMISSION MOTOR MOUNT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

CF119  B4 2.6 TRANSMISSION MOTOR MOUNT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

CF115  2.25  TRANSMISSION MOTOR MOUNT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

114  B3 REAR ARM MOUNT
ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 15.00 EA

113 LEFT  B4 REAR ARM MOUNTS
112 RT  ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00 EA

104  REAR BULK HEAD UNIVERSAL
ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

111  B4 REAR BULK HEAD
ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

105-10/15/20  FRONT ARM MOUNTS 10/15/20 DEG
ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 20.00 EA

120  B4.0 TOP GEAR TRANSMISSION SPACER
ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 6.00
MOTOR PLATE/FAN MOUNT KIT for 20/25mm FAN

| Part   | Thickness | Price  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCS338K</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS339K</td>
<td>2.4 B3</td>
<td>27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS340K</td>
<td>2.65 B4</td>
<td>27.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B220 1/10 EDM BODY
.02” POLYCARBONATE
RETAIL PRICE: 32.00

CF123 CW CHASSIS FOR GBX
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 65.00
3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 73.00

CCSCWS CW SLIDER CHASSIS KIT FOR GBX
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 86.00
CCSCWS3 3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 92.00

CF319K CW DIRECT DRIVE SLIDER CHASSIS KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 86.00
CF319K3 3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 92.00

CF320 CW DIRECT DRIVE SLIDER CHASSIS KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 65.00
CF320-3 3.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 73.00

CCSLASH-1 SLASH CF CONVERSION KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 160.00

G305 SLASH FRONT SHOCK TOWER
3.0mm G10 PRICE: 8.00

CCSSC10-1 SC10 CF CONVERSION KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 130.00

CF348 SC10 CF BATTERY STRAP
PRICE: 10.00
CF102  2.4 B3 TRANSMISSION POD PLATE
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

CF110  2.6 B4 TRANSMISSION POD PLATE
CF153 1 DEG
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

CF112  2.4 CW TRANSMISSION POD PLATE F/B3
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

CF114  2.25 TRANSMISSION POD PLATE RC10
2.5mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

CF142  UNIVERSAL B4 TRANS PLATE 2.25,2.4,2.4CW
CF156 1 DEG
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

CCS161  2.25 RC10 TRANNY B4 ADAPT KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER/ALUM
INCLUDES CF142,CF158,159,104
RETAIL PRICE: 34.00

CCS162  2.4 B3/CW TRANNY B4 ADAPT KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER/ALUM
INCLUDES CF142,104
RETAIL PRICE: 24.00

CF136  SLIDER BATTERY TRAY FOR OVAL CONVERSION
KIT 2.5mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 17.00

CF137  SLIDER BATTERY TRAY BRACE
FOR OVAL CONVERSION
KIT 2.5mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 8.00

CF304K  SLIDER LIPO BATTERY TRAY KIT W/TOP PLATE
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 35.00
HARD CASE 5000 3200 LIPO

CF304BK  SLIDER LIPO TRAY W/O TOP PLATE W/BRACE
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 25.00

CF304T  TOP PLATE KIT W/POSTS
2.0mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 12.00

CF378  END PLATES FOR LIPO BATTERY W/HARDWARE
RETAIL PRICE: 7.00

CF138K  EDM SLIDER BODY MOUNT KIT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 11.00

CF138  EDM SLIDER BODY MOUNT
2.5mm CARBON FIBER PRICE: 7.00
CF380  SCX KSG BUMPER
2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF325  R5 BUMPER ASSOCIATED
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 18.00

CF129  L4 BUMPER W/ TRANSPONDER
2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF132  KSG GEN 2 BUMPER W/ TRANSPONDER
2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF133  HYPER DRIVE BUMPER
2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF157  CW AGGRESSOR BUMPER
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF326  BUMPER LEADING EDGE
2.0mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF333  CCS BUMPER
2.0mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

189  BUMPER 5"
PLASTIC KYDEX
RETAIL PRICE: 8.00

160  BUMPER LATE MODEL 7" WIDE
KSG L4 CW CCS
PLASTIC KYDEX
RETAIL PRICE: 11.00
CCSSK-1  SK CONVERSION KIT  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 95.00

CCSPC-4  1/10 PANCAR CONVERSION W/REAR POD  
MONO MOUNT WITH LINKS  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 180.00

CF334  1/10 REPLACEMENT CHASSIS FOR L3/L4/?  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 73.00

CF375  L3/L4 TOP PLATE  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

CF376  L3/L4 BOTTOM PLATE  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00

CF381  1/10 SOLID CHASSIS FOR KSG GEN1/2 SLIDER  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 63.00

CF382  KSG TOP PLATE  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

CF383  KSG BOTTOM PLATE  
2.5mm THICK CARBON FIBER  
RETAIL PRICE: 12.00
**LOSI 1/18 PRODUCTS**

| Product Code | Description                                                                 | Material             | Retail Price
|--------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|----------------------|----------------
| CCSLLM-xx    | LOSI LM CONVERSION KIT MINI T & LATEMODEL 2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER           | Kit comes with what is shown + fasteners |
| CCSLLM-174   | NI CAD TRAY RETAIL PRICE: 59.95                                             |                      |
| CCSLLM-175   | LIPO MEDIUM TRAY RETAIL PRICE: 57.95                                        |                      |
| CCSLLM-176   | LIPO SMALL TRAY RETAIL PRICE: 57.95                                         |                      |
| CCSLLM2      | LOSI LM CONVERSION KIT W/CCS FRONT END 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                   | Retail price: 130.00 |
| CCSLLM2M     | LOSI LM CONVERSION KIT W/CCS FRONT END MID MOTOR 2.0mm CARBON FIBER        | Retail price: 136.00 |
| CCSLLM3      | LOSI LM STUB KIT W/CCS FRONT END 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                         | Retail price: 70.00  |
| CCSLLM5      | LOSI SPRINT TO LM CONV KIT W/CCS FRONT END MID MOTOR 2.0mm CARBON FIBER     | Retail price: 150.00 |
| CF167N       | BATTERY TRAY 6 CELL 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                                      | Retail price: 12.00  |
| CF167U       | BATTERY TRAY LIPO UNIVERSAL 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                              | Retail price: 12.00  |
| CF1167L      | BATTERY TRAY LIPO SMALL 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                                  | Retail price: 10.00  |
| CF167L2      | BATTERY TRAY LIPO MEDIUM 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                                 | Retail price: 10.00  |
| CCS174       | BATTERY TRAY 6 CELL KIT 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                                  | Retail price: 21.00  |
| CCS176       | BATTERY TRAY LIPO SMALL KIT RETAIL PRICE: 20.00                             |                      |
| CCS175       | BATTERY TRAY LIPO MEDIUM KIT RETAIL PRICE: 20.00                            |                      |
| CF168        | BATTERY TRAY BRACE 2.0mm CARBON FIBER                                       | Retail price: 12.00  |
| CF171        | FRONT SHOCK TOWER LOSI MINI T, LATEMODEL, SPRINT 2.0mm CARBON FIBER         | CF171 RETAIL PRICE: 10.00 CF171K RETAIL PRICE: 14.00 |
CCSLSPNT-1  LOSI SPRINT CARBON FIBER CHASSIS & SHOCK TOWER
2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER
KIT COMES WITH WHAT IS SHOWN + FASTENERS
RETAIL PRICE: 38.00

CF173K  1/18 EDM BODY MOUNT KIT
2.0mm CARBON FIBER.
RETAIL PRICE: 9.00

B172  1/18 EDM BODY
.02” POLYCARBONATE
RETAIL PRICE: 30.00

ASSOCIATED 2WD RC18 1/18 PRODUCTS

CCSRC18-xx  RC18 OVAL CONVERSION KIT
2.0mm THICK CARBON FIBER
KIT COMES WITH WHAT IS SHOWN + FASTENERS
CCSRC18-167N  NI CAD TRAY RETAIL PRICE: 140.00
CCSRC18-167U  UNIVERSAL TRAY RETAIL PRICE: 140.00

CF183  REAR SHOCK TOWER RC18 2WD
2.0mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

CF182  FRONT SHOCK TOWER RC18 2WD
2.0mm CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 10.00

185-15  FRONT KICKUP 15 DEGREE ALUM.
RETAIL PRICE: XX.00EA

186  REAR BEARING SUPPORT ALUM.
RETAIL PRICE: XX.00

187  REAR HINGE PIN MOUNT ALUM.
RETAIL PRICE: XX.00
1/8th Scale Dirt Oval Parts

CF223  XRAY XB8 DIRT OVAL FRONT PLATE/ BODY MOUNT
       .1” (2.5mm) THICK
       CF223 CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 23.00

CF224  OFNA GTP FRONT PLATE/ BODY MOUNT
       .1” (2.5mm) THICK
       CF224 CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 23.00

CF222  XRAY XB8 FRONT SHOCK MOUNT
       .12” (3.0mm) THICK
       CF222 CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 27.00

G225   OFNA DIRT OVAL AND GTP REAR SHOCK TOWER FOR SHORTER SHOCKS, W/LOSII BODY MOUNT HOLES
       CF225 .12” (3.0mm) THICK
       CF225 CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 27.00

G227   OFNA GTP REAR SHOCK TOWER FOR SHORTER SHOCKS, W/LOSII BODY MOUNT HOLES
       CF227 .12” (3.0mm) THICK
       CF227 CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 27.00

CF223  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
       .12” (3.0mm) THICK
       CF223 CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 27.00

G226R  OFNA DIRT OVAL NERF BAR RIGHT
       CF226R .1” (2.5mm) THICK
       G226R G10 BLACK RETAIL PRICE: 16.00
       CF226R CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 27.00

G226L  OFNA DIRT OVAL NERF BAR LEFT
       CF226L .1” (2.5mm) THICK
       G226L G10 BLACK RETAIL PRICE: 16.00
       CF226L CARBON FIBER RETAIL PRICE: 27.00
Short Course CORR Truck EDM / Modified & Late Model

1/8 DODC STYLE EDM / MODIFIED BODY
.03" THICK POLYCARBONATE
INCLUDES:
SCREWS, WINDOW MASKS & FRONT WING

B386-9.5  9.5" WIDE PRICE: 48.00
B386-11.5 11.5" WIDE PRICE: 51.00

K387  OPTIONAL UPPER BUMPER
.06" KYDEX PLASTIC
PRICE: 5.50

BUMPER .12" KYDEX DIRECT REPLACEMENT

K388E  SC10 2WD 1/10
       EDM PRICE: 12.50

K388L  LATE MODEL PRICE: 19.00

SLASH 2WD 1/10
K390E  EDM PRICE: 12.50

K390L  LATE MODEL: 21.00

BODY MOUNTS

K391  SC10 & SLASH 2WD 1/10
       FRONT PRICE: 5.00

G389  SC10
       REAR PRICE: 12.00
OSI 1/10 SCALE SLIDER PARTS

CF343 1/10 LOSI SLIDER FRONT SHOCK TOWER
.10” CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 20.00

W342 1/10 LOSI SLIDER WING MOUNT
.06” PLASTIC
RETAIL PRICE: 15.00

W341 1/10 LOSI SLIDER REPLACEMENT
WING PLASTIC (CLEAR)
.020”THICK LEXAN
RETAIL PRICE: 21.00

349 1/10 LOSI SLIDER BULK HEAD FOR REAR SHOCK TOWER
B3 TRANNY CONVERSION ALUMINUM
RETAIL PRICE: 15.00

CF350 1/10 LOSI SLIDER REAR SHOCK TOWER
B3 TRANNY CONVERSION
.10” (2.5mm) CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 16.00

CF351 1/10 LOSI SLIDER CHASSIS PLATE (STOCK & B3 TRANNY)
.10” (2.5mm) CARBON FIBER
RETAIL PRICE: 32.00